Our Values

Our core values define us as a school - and as individuals. Through the regular application of these principles, we continue to provide value to our boys and parents, and we will consistently meet our goals.

**Christ-Centred Community**

INTEGRITY • FAIRNESS • TRUTH
HUMILITY • LOVE • FAITH • FORGIVENESS

*We honour Christ and live our faith in all we do*

**Holistic Excellence**

BALANCED • DISCIPLINED • FULFILLED • RELENTLESS

*We strive to be the best we can be and focus on developing unique, well-rounded individuals*

**Personal & Social Influence**

CHARITY • SERVICE • RESPECT • DIVERSITY • INCLUSIVITY
INTER-CONNECTEDNESS

*We are compassionate and caring, focused on improving our world and empowering the communities of today and tomorrow*

**Exceptional Teaching**

PERSONALLY INVESTED • EXEMPLARY • PASSIONATE • ENQUIRING • STRATEGIC

*We make a difference through innovative and creative teaching*